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vB^^^^l'^^^^BWjIB^'I 'a* rooms ?f the Lawyers' 
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Club in the Equitable build 

X 
^^^^^^^|HRH^^Hr; KyA ing were viewed at a recent 

\ ^^^^mWm^^^^X///zr/') opening reception, has since 

^^^^^^^^^^y^^^yy// been less formally opened, 
^^^^^''ft V^^^' although not less enthusiast 

??i?i!!iilra w5?i**-Es>* ically approved. This series 

^^^^^^^.J^^^^l^ 
of restaurant apartments 

^^^^^^^r^*^ forms' a somewhat extensive 
system; it is divided between 

the lower floors and the upper portion of the building, where a 
number pf small and dainty rooms are found. A very fine order 
of decorative art is represented throughout both sections. 

Its most highly distinguishing feature is shown.in the cafe" 
on the ground floor. This is a room of moderate height with 
windows opening on Pine street. Its architectural character well 
adapts it to the Romanesque, or, in reality, Byzantine style 
adopted in tthe decoration. The work forms an exceedingly rich 
ahd superb example of its.kind. An ornamentation which might 
have an. effect of exuberance in the coloring, takes a more 
reserved character of richness both from the nature of the mate 
rials selected and the refined order of design and handicraft seen 
throughout.. No draperies of any kind are used aside from the 
window curtains .of yellow silk simply arranged to obscure the 
outward vision.. 

Except when covered -with wood work' in prima vera, or 
white mahogany, elaborately carved at every point, the walls 
are formed in fine Numidian marble'panels with rich mosaic 
borders: The ornamental work in stone, such as that of the 
leaning-rail at the. counter, and the background panel for gas 
fixtures, is in Algerian onyx. Three great arches 
back of the bar -formed in white mahogany 
richly carved, and framing mirrors with semi- 

.^m^S^^i^L^ 

STUDY OF IVY, BY HARRY A. DKAXE. 

circular tops, are supported also by ,onyx columns. All the 
metal work in its different forms within the room, is in real . 
bronze. The floor, laid in marble tiles, is unearpeted. -From 
the room being somewhat low, the ceiling is paper machg, formed 

entirely in relief, has been kept very light, showing white and 
gold with glazes of two or three colors in delicate blendings. 
The decoration of some rows of colums aids the effect of increas 
ing the apparent height of the room. These are finished in 
lustrous white enamel, combining gilt in the decorative: capitals. 

A specially characteristic feature of the room is the form of 
bronze lanterns set with jeweled opalescent glass, and suspended 
from onyx panels at the rear of the .bar. The*color in these is 
very rich and fine, and the effects of the flickering brilliancy as 

brought out out by the electric lights set inside, is quite mar 
vellous. The chandeliers, with the room, 
are arranged in the form of groups of i^-^ baskets in which are located the electric wfiA ^^***s& bulbs suspended by cords through which 

^Bjjj^ JP\ 
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passes the electric wire. 
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MlliWn f -'^ three orfour screens, 
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showing great^panels 

Mr^/^^^^^^^P^^ ( IfflB being mounted in 

Nf3 ^wlr the ̂ oor Wi*hAt* multiplied 
|uP iHP forms of richness the 

a|pect 
of 

wr ^r- the -roomis of delieatefcharac- .'".". 
_ ter, being light in motive and 

^ >pv <tf^$?L 
: in no way obtrusive. ..;.:.. 
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^ f'mM&KS^ ffSixx on the same floor, which is. 
W 

./^^^^P^ 
^* . decorated . in a conservative 

g^Ji^r form of Renaissance, are covered with _ 
t cream-colored tiles:.. The woodwork iia 

white mahogany is'comparatively simple. 
The canvas ceiling, decorated in single 
tints, is the work of Mr. Lathrop. All 
the furniture, in white mahogany, was 

specially designed by Herter Brothers, 
* 

providing the decoration of this lower, 
series of rooms situated on the first- and 

ground floors. Among other pieces is a richly carved 
sideboard mounted in silvered, bronze. The same metal 
forms the shoes of the chairs in which the casters are 
set. All the tables are made with rich Italian marble 
tops in accord with the general style of the room. As 
in the cafeV the windows are only curtained with yellow 

~ silk. Three private dining rooms on the same floor are 

j|N decorated in a similar manner. 

|?L 
The Ladies' Room above shows an exquisite adapta 

^^ 
tion of the Adam style.. This is best known as a purifiea- . 

^* tion of the Louis XV. style, as exemplified in some of the 
finest old. London houses. As here represented it is of 

. rare beauty. The sunlight enters from the Pine street 
8 side through long triple windows with intercoluinnations' 

^L 
enriched on their faces with gilt and carved work. On 

llSk either side the walls are seen paneled with mirrors with 

Ejjjll alternating square and circular tops. The scroll work in 

^?3[ gilt on a white ground filling the spandrels and other 
"^ divisions of the wall is extremely delujate as with fibres 

of gold or forms of frostwork. 
The fringe is formed with a continuous series oif 

ovals with graceful foliate borderings, within which 
cherubic figures are seen in varied poses. In small square 
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panels connected with the square topped mirrors are gas-fixtures 
in fine gilt, combining an urn shape, from which spring slender 
scrolls supporting forms of candlesticks with high stems, produc 
ing the effect of lighting by candles. A beautiful gilt and crystal 
chandelier is hung at the centre from the ceiling, which is 
divided in three large panels. 

A double window opens into a light shaft at the rear of the 
room, the space being filled at the other side of the door by a 
series of mirrors. The upper half of the door, which is furnished 

' with large gilt hinges, is made in opaque glass. The steam 

heaters are finished in gold bronze. A staircase at one side 
leading downward to the ground floor looms, with graceful, 
openwork balustrade, forms a picturesque element among these 
arrangements in white and gold. The cashier's desk near, 
arranged with triple mirror panels and enclosures in spindle; 
work, indicates something else than mere sordid gain. The fur 
niture in white maple and gold shows much beauty in design-' 
and effect. The floor is covered by a rich Axminster carpet of the; 
delicate tone of the general decoration. With this apartment* is; 
also connected a dressing-room of correspondingly beautiful style. 

; . - 
M A M?NGr the beautiful Sellings of New tprk, and perhaps the most unique of ^f 

' 
J\ thenrall,? the^house of Mr. Charles Tiffany, on Madison Avenue, at Seventy- l%$ 

? artists'ideas of architecture and interior deeoration. The form of the exterior is *Sk 
Dutch, thongh not unmodified nor unadapted to American con 
ditions; -: The interior has,j-also, in its division of space and ar 
rangement- of convenience, much that is Dutch in feeling. A s to 
the rest there is a mingling of all styles.* conspicuously Italian 
Renaissance and East Indian, but they are so adapted that the 
result is a beautiful harmony. Mr. Louis Tiffany's fetich is 
evidently:, beauty 

' 
rather than historical style. He has culled 

from wherever he. pleased, and. added from his own store, and 
brought the composition into tone by throwing an Oriental at - 
mosphero over the Whole. ; \ 

' ' 

The. house is very large, and is in separate suites, designed 
for the occupancy of Mr. Tiffany and his married children. Mr. 
Tiffany, senior, has never moved into his apartments, and they 
are at present occupied.by Mr.* Henry Villard. 

The entrance to this suite?which occupies the lower floor 
is through an archway in the front wall, at the top Of which 

hangs suspended; and to be lowered at will, a wrought iron gate. 
The arch allows for carriages to pass into the enclosed courtyard. 
Inside the arch a narrow flight of gray stone steps leads to the 
front .door: It is arched, and is of glass, covered with an iron 
lattice. The door opens into a large vestibule. Inside a flight 
of seven steps leads up into the hall, and another of five down 

to a door opening into, the courtyard, and used to pass in and 
out from'the carriage. This vestibule is entirely finished in red 
sandstone and red marble, the-two matching in tint.\ The floor, 
steps, balustrade, ceiling and lower part of the waljs are of the 

marble. The upper part are of three rows of sandstone panels, 
each two feet square, cut in open lattice patterns of Eastern de 
sign. The work was done in India. Behind these panels* on the 
enclosed sides of the vestibule, is placed semi-transparent glass, 
which allows the light to sift through. A wrought iron lamp 
with dull yellow glass hangs from-the ceiling. 

.The hall is entered from, the vestibule.on the right, and is 
one of the most beautiful features of the house. It occupies a 
space square, or nearly so, and winds- round the space occupied 

A COBKEa IN THB SMOKING BOOH. 

by the vestibule, ascending by gradual stages to the floor above, the landing to which is directly over the vestibule. The hall is 
finished entirely in white marble, beautifully veined, and shows 
no wood except in the heavy white mahogany doors and the 
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